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A B S T R A C T

In this paper, we design and implement an Internet-of-Things (IoT) based platform for developing cities using environmental sensing as a driving application. Since ubiquitous and free WiFi access is not available in most developing cities, IoT deployments must leverage 3G cellular connections that are metered and expensive. In order to best utilize the limited 3G data plan, we propose two adaptation strategies to drive sensing and data collection. The first technique is an infrastructure-level adaptation approach where we adjust sensing intervals of periodic sensors so that the data volume remains bounded within the allocated data budget. The second approach is at the information-level where application-specific analytics are deployed on-board devices. This use case focuses on multimedia sensors that process captured raw media data to lower volume semantic data that is communicated. We implement the two adaptation strategies on the EnviroSCALE (Environmental Sensing and Community Alert Network) platform, which is an inexpensive Raspberry Pi based environmental sensing system that employs air quality sensors and periodically publishes sensor data over a 3G connection with a limited data plan. We outline our deployment experience of EnviroSCALE in Dhaka city, the capital of Bangladesh, particularly in the direction of infrastructure-level adaptation. For information-level adaptation, our testbed experiment results demonstrate the practicality of adaptive sensing and triggering rich sensing analytics via user-specified criteria over budgeted 3G connections.

1. Introduction

The emerging trend to incorporate Internet of Things (IoT) based smart devices and sensors to instrument communities and cities around the world has enhanced environmental awareness in urban regions. New smart city applications aim to monitor environmental conditions to ensure health and safety of the public at large. For example, effectively monitoring and managing air quality is an age-old problem that is becoming more important with increasing urbanization. In one study, World Health Organization (WHO) reported that global urban air pollution was increased by 8% during the period 2008–2013 [75]. Rise in pollution levels has catastrophic consequences to the environment - awareness of air quality can help individuals take measures to improve health awareness. In practice, however, the ability to gather environmental information in cities and communities at finer levels of temporal and spatial granularity is limited because of high deployment costs and maintenance overheads. The issue is further aggravated in developing nations such as Bangladesh, where it is not always possible to deploy permanent sensors due to lack of reliable, cheap and ubiquitous WiFi connectivity nationwide. The presence of low-cost sensing (in-situ and mobile) with improved connectivity options are required to make such services accessible to a larger community who can subscribe to receive the associated information. While some countries in South Asia (e.g., Bangladesh) are ahead in terms of 3G cellular provisioning [52], exploiting 3G connectivity for continuous and autonomous real time sensing with IoT platforms can be prohibitively expensive.

In this paper, we propose to develop inexpensive air quality monitoring solutions to accurately gather and communicate information to cloud platforms where the information can be further analyzed and acted upon. Due to the dynamic nature of the environment and phenomena being monitored (e.g., toxic plumes in a fire), the proposed schemes must be inherently adaptive. We have developed a combined hardware/software platform that includes off-the-shelf sensors and compute platform (Raspberry Pi), along with a modular software stack to collect and upload data to the cloud. In particular, our work is an extension of an IoT based sensing platform SCALE (currently used for public safety applications), developed at UC Irvine [6]. SCALE was a low cost IoT platform without any data budget consideration, whereas we de-
sign our software to work with both cellular and WiFi connection with a data budget constraint. We construct an air quality measuring box, EnviroSCALE, with a suitable set of sensors for collecting environmental sensing data and uploading them over a cellular connection.

Another adaptation strategy is to enable simple IoT analytics on board and send lower-volume processed information over the limited communication networks. We refer to this as information-level adaptation in this work. In particular, we employ container-based middleware to support a more flexible deployment of the EnviroSCALE IoT platform, where analytics can be deployed in a plug-and-play manner based on the type of information processing needed. With the ability to process sensor data on-board, we can now deploy richer sensing modalities such as video and audio sensing. Our work attempts to add intelligence in the IoT platform to automatically activate a range of multimedia sensors, such as microphones and cameras, for a more comprehensive analysis. We note that these multimedia sensors generate a large volume of data that can overwhelm the constrained data connections. Our strategy is to adaptively deploy media analytics on the devices colocated or close to the media sensors. Containers, fortunately, allow us to package the rich sensing analytics, along with any associated software dependencies, for easy deployment. The container-based approach enables multiple usage scenarios to be configured and reconfigured. We list sample scenarios below:

- Air quality sensors may report high PM 2.5 pollutants, and activate cameras and rich sensing analytics to identify the pollution sources (such as garbage, construction sites, and others).
- Gas sensors may detect the existence of toxic or flammable gas, and activate cameras to identify and alert the persons in the affected zone.
- Microphone arrays may report gunshots, and activate cameras for collecting evidence and locate the suspects.

In this paper, we build a prototype system to explore the need for adaptation and demonstrate the practicality of our container-based approach for IoT deployments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the literature. The EnviroSCALE prototype is detailed in Section 3. Section 4 formulates and solves the adaptation problems to meet the data plan budget. This is followed by the evaluations reported in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the article.

2. Related work

The rising trend in Internet of Things has inspired researchers around the world to devise various solutions using IoT. Various application scenarios, architectural elements and future directions in IoT are presented in [19]. The application scenarios are extent from home to community and national level.

IoT based smart home automation. Home automation solutions are available in literature [33,55,58], which include Raspberry Pi (RPI) based monitoring and access control system for smart home [13,56]. Vujovic and Maksimovic [74] identified RPI as a potential sensor web node for home automation. In [32], an IoT based smart parking system for smart community was implemented. Environmental condition monitoring possibilities were addressed in the contributions of [31]. A dedicated IoT-based family robot based was implemented in [38]. Raspberry Pi for surveillance purpose is used in the works of [68].

Smart agriculture. IoT solutions are not limited to smart homes. Possibilities of smart agriculture based on IoT and cloud computing was studied in [18,65,80]. In [4], authors discussed development of smart devices to solve security and monitoring problems for agriculture. An autonomous percipient irrigation system was developed in [27] using Raspberry Pi. Another Raspberry Pi based solution for Green IoT Agriculture and healthcare was proposed in [50]. An intelligent agriculture management information system based on IoT was designed in [76].

Healthcare. Healthcare is another area which experienced IoT development. In [28], authors made a comprehensive study on IoT for healthcare. Being easy to interface with health monitoring devices, Raspberry Pi is popular for healthcare based IoT solutions. IoT based patient monitoring systems were fashioned in [21,35,36]. IoT based biometrics have also gained popularity in recent times [69]. The works of [16] uses KVM virtualization in industrial applications.

Environment monitoring. Several recent efforts focus on the use of IoT solutions for environment monitoring. Among these, there are solutions to monitor water quality in real time [73], smart environment monitoring devices [26], IoT based urban climate monitoring systems [70]. IoT enabled air quality monitoring system was developed in [3]. All these four solutions [3,26,70,73] were based on Raspberry Pi. A basic architecture and process for distributed air quality monitoring is discussed in [72]. Air Quality Egg [14] is a community driven sensing network hosted on Xively IoT platform that is similar to our hosting process. Among the commercially available air monitoring devices, AirBeam [1] is a wearable mapping, graphing, and crowdsourcing platform, and Awair [2] focuses on indoor air quality measurement. The use of Raspberry Pi as the core module in IoT system has its own benefits, as seen in and highlighted in [40]. It compares Raspberry Pi based device with other devices, and points out its flexibility in use and its ability to house a large number of external peripherals. These attributes make Raspberry Pi particularly suitable for use in air quality monitoring application. Another air quality monitoring IoT system that uses MQTT to measure and report humidity, carbon dioxide, dust, and air pressure is discussed in [37]. This system is installed in India and uses IoT IBM BlueMix, which is a PaaS (Platform-as-a-Service) provided mainly to enterprises. Another air quality monitoring IoT system that uses MQTT to measure and report humidity, carbon dioxide, dust, and air pressure is discussed in [37]. These IoT based solutions are plain implementations and do not consider any strategy to narrow the data volume or employ any virtualization technique.

Safe and smart community. Besides other possible IoT based solutions in various scenarios, a keen and promising area to explore is community wellness. The Safe Community Awareness and Alerting Network (SCALE) [6] platform is an IoT system created in the context of the SmartAmerica Challenge effort to aid public and personal safety using inexpensive off-the-shelf IoT devices. SCALE supported data exchange between IoT content producers and consumers using a Pub/Sub architecture through the use of lightweight M2M (machine to machine) protocols such as MQTT. SCALE2 enhanced the basic SCALE platform with resilience capabilities including multiple network [61] capabilities. Similar smart community efforts around the world have gained popularity in recent years. For example, the Padova Smart City [78] implements techniques to collect temperature, humidity and light sensitivity data and store them in an HTTP-CoAP proxy server. AQBox [22], an earlier version of EnviroSCALE, illustrates the promise of off-the-shelf sensors for air quality monitoring. U-Sense [8] is a low-cost sensing system using sensors and wireless access point to upload data.

Raspberry Pi as the core module in IoT system. The use of Raspberry Pi as the core module in IoT system has its own benefits, as seen highlighted in [40]. It compares Raspberry Pi based device with other devices, and points out its use in flexibility and its ability to house a large number of external peripherals make it suitable for use in air quality monitoring application. Among the previously mentioned solutions, most of them were implemented using Raspberry Pi [3,13,19–21,26,27,32,33,35,36,38,50,55,56,58,62,69,70,73,74]. In [79], authors explored IoT applications using Raspberry Pi thoroughly. The works of [20] explained with examples how to implement IoT devices using RPI. Choice of RPI is also popular for building middleware [7,49]. The necessity of a IoT middleware platform for managing distributed source of streams is recognised and discussed in breadth in [66]. The framework they propose to bridge the gap in the lack of availability of IoT middleware uses TensorFlow as computing module and Raspberry Pi to run the smart home applications to validate their architecture. A scalable
and low cost MQTT broker and implemented using RPI was proposed in [30]. In [39], authors propose an architecture for IoT as a service and implemented so using RPI. Being so popular among IoT researchers and easy to use, EnviroSCALE was also built using RPI.

3G as IoT gateway. Having RPI as the base hardware, the choice for IoT gateway can both be WiFi and 2G/3G networks. 3G network has been identified as one of the promising IoT gateways in literature [12,19,82]. The works of [25] proposed an IoT framework that makes use of 3G networks for connectivity. Implementation of IoT solutions in various areas using 3G is also popular [15,17,29,41,57]. Although these use 3G for connecting to the Internet, they do no consider constraints due to the expensive 3G data.

Container based virtualizations. With rise in IoT devices and envisioning that everything will eventually be connected to the Internet, container based virtualizations have been gaining its popularity for providing lightweight services. In [45], the authors compare virtual machines with lightweight virtualization technologies, and present three usage scenarios in smart cities. The authors of [11] explore container-based virtualization on smart objects for IoT Cloud scenarios. In [48], the authors develop a container-based platform that deploys several smart-car applications on Raspberry Pis. The deployment on in-vehicle networks improves the efficiency of the resources allocation. Morabito et al. [46] adopt two different lightweight virtualization technologies on a real IoT testbed to quantify the performance with and without the virtualization overhead. In [67], authors propose a container-based resource allocation scheme. In [53], a container-based PaaS architecture for RPI clusters was proposed. The works of [10] presented a three-layer container-based architecture. A new concept of Software Defined IoT Units was introduced [51] to provision container-based IoT cloud systems. Morabito et al. [47] implement a lightweight gateway using Raspberry Pi. The gateway contains two modules: northbound and southbound, for higher flexibility. The northbound module communicates over the Internet and the southbound module communicates with the sensors. Yin et al. [77] employ container based virtualization with task-scheduling algorithm and reallocation mechanism to mitigate the problems caused by devices failure and task delays. Brost et al. [9] leverage the isolated execution supports of containers to realize a secure architecture. Dynamic application deployment on IoT devices utilizing lightweight virtualization methods are gaining popularity [5,44,53,54,64]. Various container technologies are also evaluated in literature [42,43]. With container-based virtualization, we could build process fast and easily to manage resources and diverse services on heterogeneous device. Most important, the overheads such as CPU utilization, power consumption, and the latency significantly decrease. Our earlier work [24,60] advocates container based smart city platforms, that leverage centralized controllers for resource allocation. In the current work, we demonstrate the utility of automated rich sensing and associated analytics triggered by sensor readings.

Adaptive operations in IoT. Several IoT systems focus on adapting operation based on ‘power’ very similar to the adaptivity of budget we are employing in this paper. In [81], a low power wide area network is implemented. AdaM is an adaptive monitoring framework for IoT devices [59]. In [34], the authors devised an adaptive rule based IoT engine for health data acquisition. An adaptive lossless entropy compressor was proposed in [71]. None of these techniques use virtualization.

The key innovation of our work is to design a system that considers data plan constraints, focusing specifically on 3G cellular networks. The idea is to employ dynamic adaptation to collect samples from the sensors, without losing information content. This adaptation is essential to support resource provisioning for community IoT systems, where there are frequent changes in the sensing and communication contexts. The various adaptation techniques we will explore to enhance QoS and performance in such settings include support for layered virtualization images for reduced network overhead and event-driven application deployment.

3. EnviroSCALE: IoT platform for environmental monitoring

We first describe the two adaptation strategies. We then describe in detail the physical sensors based EnviroSCALE box and then the container-based analytic modules and their deployment and management.

3.1. Overview of the EnviroSCALE prototype

EnviroSCALE is a multi-sensor IoT platform that is designed for measuring environmental pollution through a series of gas, dust, air quality sensors. The platform is constructed to be deployed outdoor where WiFi connections may not be available, hence it uses 3G cellular connections to upload sensor data to the cloud. Since 3G connections are metered and have usually fixed data budget (dictated by the associated data plans), the platform needs to operate in a budget-aware fashion and needs to shape its data traffic matching the data budget by adjusting sampling frequencies of on-board sensors or data pruning (if required).

Our first version of EnviroSCALE, namely EnviroSCALE box, contained only a set of physical sensors that mostly generated time-series scalar data. EnviroSCALE box only had infrastructure-level adaptations. Later on, we augmented the platform so that it can make rich sense-making that can involve multi-media sensors, such as camera and microphones. The augmented version supports both infrastructure- and information-level adaptations.

For example, whenever a gas sensor detects a poisonous gas exceeding a certain level, it can trigger a camera to capture images and detect if there is any human in the area so that she can be alerted. This kind of event detection needs data from multimedia sensors which are much larger than other sensors, say gas sensors. To accommodate sensors with large values, we instrumented EnviroSCALE with the capability of deploying rich sensing analytic close to the multimedia sensors. This enables the platform to send processed results instead of raw multimedia data over the constrained data connections. Since these analytics are application specific and may need to perform rich but arbitrary computation on sensor data, they are hosted through containers. These container-backed analytic modules effectively function as virtual sensors in the platform and generate event data, which are then uploaded over the constrained 3G connections. In this way, we do reduce the sensor data amount more aggressively while supporting comprehensive event detection.

For the point of deploying the containers for these analytics, there are multiple ways to so. Mature or stable analytics modules can be shipped with the SD cards for Raspberry Pis. For experimental or new analytics modules, administrators may go to the proximity of Raspberry Pis and push the containers over short-range wireless networks, such as WiFi Direct. In the case of urgent, such as security, updates, the container can be downloaded through 3G downlinks during the off-peak time. In the rest of the article, we argue that the containers are preloaded on Raspberry Pis before being launched.

3.2. EnviroSCALE box

We give the schematic of the box in Fig. 1. The basic platform is designed using a Raspberry Pi for control and sensing tasks and an Arduino Nano for additional sensing tasks. The MQ series gas sensors are connected to the analog input pins of Arduino Nano. The platform uses three gas sensors: MQ–4 for detecting combustible gases, MQ–6 for butane and LPG, and MQ–135 for measuring air quality (sensitive to benzene, alcohol, smoke, ammonia, sulfide, etc.). Two digital sensors: DHT11 temperature-humidity sensor and the Sharp GP2Y0101AU0F dust sensor are interfaced through the digital input pins of Arduino Nano. The platform also has a GPS receiver (GlobalSat BU–353S4), an HSPA + 3G cellular model (Huawei E303) and a WiFi dongle (D-Link), all connected via the USB port. The RPI runs on an 8 GB microSD card loaded with a standard Linux image and the SCALE software stack. The whole
Fig. 1. Hardware schematic of EnviroSCALE box.

(a) Outside
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Fig. 2. Photos of our EnviroSCALE box.

setup, when deployed outdoors, is powered by an external battery of 19,200 mAh capacity. Fig. 2 is an image of our the initial EnviroSCALE prototype.

The software stack of the EnviroSCALE box includes a sensing and computation module, an upload module and a data publishing module (MQTT broker). A key adaptation feature in the prototype software stack is the adjustment of data capture parameters. During operation, the sensing and computation module adjusts the sampling intervals of sensors to ensure that the platform operates under the constrained data connection without loss of significant sensor information. This adjustment is done dynamically to adaptively change the sampling rate based on the constrained data connection. The module reads the connected sensors, converts the sensor data into a valid representation, and inserts them into an in-memory queue. An upload routine is invoked periodically to upload data from the queue (using the MQTT protocol to an MQTT sever). The upload routine also handles data coming from the virtual sensors (i.e., analytic modules) and shape the traffic to fit in the data budget (which we describe in the next section).

As an effort to reduce data volume even more, the upload routine ties together data entries into a bundle and encodes them into a binary payload instead of using verbatim XML or JSON format, which are arguably expensive in terms of byte usage over a constrained 3G data plan. A central server is maintained that collects these encoded payloads, decodes them and publishes them back in a self-descriptive JSON format under a suitable MQTT topic name so that other users can consume the published sensor data. Any device that can be connected to the MQTT broker can subscribe to the topic to consume the sensor data.

3.3. Container-based analytics for rich sensemaking

As we argued, EnviroSCALE hosts analytic modules running on containers to make rich sensemaking, such as event detection. Doing so, however, is no easy task, because the IoT platform is resource constrained, and the resource consumption must be carefully monitored, managed, and planned. To this end, we propose a centralized management platform for rich sensing analytic, as illustrated in Fig. 3, which contains a server on the left and multiple IoT devices on the right. In addition to the EnviroSCALE box, we also adopt Docker containers for dynamic deployments of rich sensing analytic and Kubernetes for management of multiple IoT devices that are heterogeneous in capabilities and locations. We assume near-by IoT devices communicate via short-range wireless networks. Next, we briefly introduce Docker containers and Kubernetes.

Docker containers enable us to package rich sensing analytic along with its dependencies, such as run-time libraries and configurations into Docker images. Docker provides tools to simplify the process of creating, deploying, and launching these Docker images on heterogeneous IoT devices. Docker containers provide some protections via isolation similar to virtual machines, but docker containers do not contain complete operating systems, and thus incur less overhead. Moreover, multiple docker containers may share the same underlying Linux kernel for faster response time.

Kubernetes provides tools to deploy, manage, and migrate rich sensing analytic as container images. It adopts client-server model, where multiple IoT devices are connected to a server and the clients periodically report the resource levels of the IoT devices to the server. Then, the Kubernetes server instructs the clients to launch appropriate Docker images on the IoT devices at the right locations. The problem of disseminating the Docker images over constrained data connections can be partially solved by the image pools, which are caches of Docker images. That is, a Docker image is sent to an IoT device only once, even if it is launched multiple times. Moreover, Docker images have layered structures, and thus several images may share the same lower layers.

4. Adaptive sensemaking under budgeted data plans

In this section, we first give the architecture of EnviroSCALE. We then present the two adaptation strategies.
4.1. Architecture of EnviroSCALE

Fig. 4 presents the architecture of the EnviroSCALE prototype, which consists of physical sensors, virtual sensors, and event-generators. The physical and virtual sensors generate periodic sensor readings, while the event-generators produce event data aperiodically, more precisely whenever an event is detected. The readings, in most cases, are real-valued numbers obtained from the sensor at a particular time and location. Hence, all sensor readings, called samples, are timestamped and geotagged with latitude and longitude values obtained from the GPS. Compared to physical sensors, the virtual sensors and event generators are realized as analytic logics packaged in containers, so as to extract the more condensed information out of the physical sensor readings. These containers are preloaded on Raspberry Pi, and then dynamically launched and tear down following the sensing demands and available resources. The core of EnviroSCALE is anUploader Handler that determines: (i) the upload frequency of individual sensors and (ii) whether to launch or tear down containers (of virtual sensors and event-generators) under the constraint of 3G wireless bandwidth. The later decisions on which containers to launch or tear down are associated with some overhead and thus are longer-term decisions; while the former decisions distribute the data budget in real time, in order to provide as frequent sensor readings as possible. Notice that event-generators produce aperiodic sensor readings, which are transmitted once in a while and thus have the highest priority. The residue data budget (with size of aperiodic sensor readings deducted) is allocated among the physical and virtual sensors.

As the platform deploys multiple sensors and each sensor may have a different degree of temporal sensitivity to their readings, they all may not be sampled at the same periodic interval, rather at different intervals. For example, LPG sensors can measure the level of LPG in air in every 10 seconds (because it may change suddenly) whereas the dust level can be observed in every minute (as it may remain fairly constant in a certain area). These intervals are called the sampling intervals of the sensors (or sampling frequency is expressed in Hertz, the reciprocal of the intervals). Sensor readings also have a certain size per sample (in bytes). The sampling frequencies together with the sample sizes determine the overall data volume of operation.

It can be argued that the overall volume of data that can be sent over a 3G connection is limited and is usually dictated by a data plan. A data plan is a contract between the 3G operator and a user restricting how much data the user can send over an extended period of time. For example, a 10MB per week data plan limits sending (and receiving) a total of 10 MB over a week period. Typically, it is up to the user to decide how to use this allocated amount; she may prefer to use up the entire 10 MB in first hour or first day or save progressively to use it throughout the whole week. Although a data plan is usually accounted for both uploading and downloading bytes, in our case we assume the data plan is for upload bytes as the upload traffic dominates in our platform.

Given a certain data plan, it can happen that the total volume of data generated by all sensors when configured to run at their specified frequencies may exceed the data budget. In that, the frequencies of different sensors need to be adjusted: more precisely frequencies are adjusted to lower values. The adjusted frequencies are referred to as operating frequency per sensor. Given a data plan, the central question of the upload handler is how to choose sampling frequencies for sensors so that the overall data generated during the data plan duration remains bounded with the data plan budget. We describe this next.

4.2. Handling data uploads under constrained data plans

The data characteristics of each sensor i, (both physical and virtual) are described by three parameters as shown in Fig. 4: \( F_i, s_i, w_i \), where \( F_i \) is the sampling frequency, \( s_i = T_i \) is the sampling interval, \( s_i \) be the size of each reading (we assume all readings from a given sensors are of equal sizes) and \( w_i \) is a weight denoting the degree of importance of its samples, which can be specified by the application or can be derived from the sensor readings themselves. The weights also indicate the degree of sensitivity to the adjustment to their requested frequencies (if ever needs to be done by the upload handler). The aperiodic event-generators, however, do not have periods (hence sampling frequencies), instead they send data as events get detected.

Since every data sending operation over 3G has an overhead, it would not be wise to communicate every reading as and when they are obtained. Instead, we accumulate readings for a certain duration and upload them as a bundle. The length of this interval, which we refer to as upload interval, should be small enough to ensure that we do not lose the timeliness of the sensed data and large enough to amortize the cost of additional transmission overhead while uploading this information using 3G networks.

Given a data plan and an upload interval, the question becomes one of how to choose sampling frequency or intervals for sensors so that the overall data generated during the data plan duration remains bounded with the data plan budget. Let tuple \((M, D)\) denote a data plan that enables uploading \(M\) bytes of data for a duration of \(D\) seconds and \(T\) be the upload interval. We split the entire data budget, \(D\), equally across all the upload events. That means, the platform can upload at most \(\rho \times T\) bytes at every upload interval, where \(\rho = \frac{M}{D}\) is the upload rate (measured in bytes/sec). This definition of \(\rho\), however, gives only the initial value of \(\rho\) as it changes throughout the operation depending on the total remaining budget. At every upload event, sensor readings are accumulated since the last upload event and the accumulated bytes are uploaded with an additional overhead of \(a\) bytes. This overhead is fixed for a data packet sent via network channel, in other words, it is the per packet protocol overhead. Therefore, the following constraint should hold for a platform with \(k\) sensors:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{T_i}{T} s_i \leq \rho \times T
\]

which can be reduced to:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{s_i}{T} \leq \rho - \frac{a}{T}
\]

(1)

Let \(A = \rho - \frac{a}{T}\), so we have:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{s_i}{T} \leq A
\]

(2)

Writing in terms of sampling frequency, it becomes:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{k} s_i F_i \leq A
\]

(3)

Therefore, the budgeted operation over 3G requires us to adjust the values of \(F_i\) so that the above constraint holds. If the constraint holds,
that means the sensors can operate in their specified frequency and no adjustment to their frequencies are required. Otherwise, an adjustment is made. Let \( f_i \) be the operating frequency of sensor \( i \) (instead of its specified \( F_i \)) so that total data volume remains bounded. Obviously, \( f_i \) is strictly less than \( F_i \) for at least one sensor if not all. Since we intended to best utilize the data budget, we may want to the constraint 4 to hold with equality, which gives:

\[
\sum_i s_i F_i = A
\]  

(5)

As the sampling frequencies are adjusted, we define a loss function, \( L_i(f_i) \), which gives the perceived loss in sensor readings whenever the sensor’s frequency is reduce from the base frequency \( F_i \). Technically, this loss function is a convex function over the difference between \( f_i \) and \( F_i \) (the value of loss increases as the difference grows). The function can even be different across different sensors. We, nonetheless, assume a generic function: \( L_i(f_i) = (F_i - f_i)^2 \). Our goal is to choose \( f_i \) so that the overall weighted loss over all sensors is minimized. We have:

\[
\min \sum_i w_i L_i(f_i) \text{ s.t. } \sum_i s_i f_i = A
\]  

(6)

The strategy we adopt to find the local minima is based on Lagrange multiplier. Introducing Lagrange multiplier, we have

\[
\mathcal{L}(\lambda, f_i) = \sum_i w_i L_i(f_i) - \lambda (A - \sum_i s_i f_i)
\]  

(7)

We are to find \( f_i \)'s and \( \lambda \) so as to minimize \( \mathcal{L}(\lambda, f_i) \). Differentiating with respect to \( f_i \) and \( \lambda \) gives:

\[
\frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial f_i} = w_i L_i'(f_i) + \lambda s_i = 0
\]  

(8)

\[
\frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial \lambda} = -A + \sum_i s_i f_i = 0
\]  

(9)

Plugging in the defined loss function and its derivative, we get the following solution for \( f_i \)'s:

\[
f_i = F_i - \frac{\lambda s_i}{2w_i}
\]  

(10)

where

\[
\lambda = \frac{2}{\sum_i w_i} \left( \sum_i s_i F_i - A \right)
\]

Given \((F_0, w_i, s_i)\) triples per sensor, the upload handler computes the operating frequencies, \( f_i \), using Eq. (10). If we denote \( \Delta = \sum_i s_i F_i - A \) as the amount by which the data volume exceeds budget \( A \) when the sensors operate in their base frequencies, we have:

\[
f_i = F_i - \frac{s_i f_i}{\sum_i s_i w_i} \Delta
\]  

(11)

As we see from the above expression, frequency adjustment is done only when \( \Delta \) is +ve, that is, data budget is exceeded by the total volume of data. If \( \Delta \) is zero or negative, no adjustment is required and the sensors operate in their base frequency \( F_i \).

Once the operating frequencies for both physical and virtual sensors are determined, now the question is how the upload handler realizes these frequencies in action. For the physical sensors, the platform would ultimately sample the sensors at these frequencies, that is, it would take periodic sensor readings at an interval of \( \frac{1}{f_i} \). For virtual sensors, however, this cannot be made because they operate inside a container and their operating frequencies can be hardly changed. Instead, the upload handler would take all readings at an interval \( \frac{1}{f_i} \) but prune some data points (so as to match data volume with that of \( f_i \)). Two options can be tried in this regard:

- Each data reading reported from the virtual sensor may contain a measure of importance with it depending on the application specific value assigned to the reading. One way to measure this importance is to calculate how different a reading is from its previous measurements. When the system runs under \( f_i < F_i \), it keeps only readings with higher importance level and drops the lower valued ones.

- When the system cannot find the less important data to prune or there is no important level assigned to the readings, the handler randomly drops incoming data items with probability \( 1 - \frac{f_i}{F_i} \), which shapes the frequency from \( F_i \) to \( f_i \), which in turn would meet the budget.

While the upload handler shapes incoming data received from both the physical and virtual sensors by adjusting their operating frequencies, what remains is to describe how it handles data coming from the apriori event-generators. Event-generators produce data occasionally and the generated data is immediately pushed to the upload queue (being ready to be uploaded in the next upload event). Once uploaded, the handler deducts the total volume of data uploaded from the remaining data plan budget and updates data upload rate, \( \rho \), for the next upload event as follows (if budget and duration still remain):

\[
\rho = \frac{\text{remaining data budget from the data plan}}{\text{duration left until data plan expires}}
\]

Alternative solutions for \( f_i \) There can be occasions when the base frequencies of sensors, \( F_i \), as well as weights, \( w_i \) may be unknown, especially for the physical sensors. In that case, we cannot solve Eq. (6) to find \( f_i \). Instead, we are simply left with the constraint: \( \sum_i s_i f_i = A \), which can have a generalized solution of the form: \( s_i f_i = \omega_i A \). For suitably define weights where \( \sum_i \omega_i = 1 \). In that, operating frequencies are given by:

\[
f_i = \frac{\omega_i A}{s_i}
\]  

(12)

We apply two simple approaches to determine weights to adapt data collection based on plan budgets:

- Equal weights: In this, we assume all \( \omega_i \)'s are equal. Hence, \( \omega_i = \frac{1}{k} \) and \( f_i = \frac{A}{s_i} \).

- Proportional weights: Each sensor can be assigned an application specific “value” based on the importance of the sampling interval for a particular sensor: higher value means higher sampling frequency, that is, lower sampling interval. This value can be derived from the samples themselves as well. For example, samples showing lower degree of variance can be sampled at a lower frequency (i.e., at a higher time interval) and high variation in samples results in shorter interval. To this end, we use the co-efficient of variation (cv), \( cv = \frac{\text{stdev}}{\text{mean}} \), of samples as a way of measuring \( \omega_i \). Hence, \( \omega_i \)'s are given by:

\[
\omega_i = \frac{\sigma_i}{\mu_i} \left( \frac{1}{\mu_i} \right) \frac{1}{\sum_i \sigma_i}
\]  

(13)

where \( \mu_i \) and \( \sigma_i \) are the mean and the standard deviation of sensor readings as observed before the current upload event. Putting \( \omega_i \) in Eq. (12) gives operating frequency \( f_i \).

4.3 Deployment and activation of container-driven analytics

To dig useful information from multimedia data, we leverage the container technology running with diverse analytics to realize it. The analytics are launched in periodical or apriori ways. E.g., air pollution analytics may update pollution heatmaps every 10 s. In contrast to air pollution, some emergent events, such as fire fighting event are launched in apriori way. There are two possible ways to launch the analytics: (i) launching the analytics on a cloud server, which receives sensing data (image) from data originates (Raspberry Pis) for further analyzing or (ii) launching the analytics on Raspberry Pis and send analyzed results to the cloud server. Sending images to the cloud server
consumes large amount of network resources, while launching all the analytics on Raspberry Pi suffers from limited resource budgets, such as RAM. Hence, we formulate our information-level adaptation problem to minimize the overall network consumption with RAM and network budgets.

We formulate the problem as an ILP problem, as illustrated in formulation (14). This problem will be solved in every T ’tes. The decision variable is \( a_i \), which is a boolean value to decide whether we launch analytics \( i \). Every analytic has its desired frequency \( F_i \). Moreover, \( Z(i, a_i) \) gives consumed network traffic of launching \( i \) or sending data to the cloud without launching \( i \), where \( i \in J \) and \( J \) is a set of analytics. The objective function Eq. (14a) minimizes overall network traffic. Eq. (14b) ensures that the total consumed bandwidth is smaller than the network budget (rate\( \times T \)) of our 3G cellular networks. Eq. (14c) ensures that the consumed RAM resources of launched analytics are smaller than the total remaining RAM budgets (\( S \)) of the devices connected through the same 3G networks.

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \sum_{i \in J} Z(i, a_i) \times F_i \times T / w_i \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \sum_{i \in J} Z(i, a_i) \leq \text{rate} \times T; \\
& \quad \sum_{i \in J} a_i r_i \leq S; \\
& \quad a_i \in \{0, 1\} \; \forall i \in J.
\end{align*}
\]

5. Experimental results

We conducted three sets of experiments with EnviroSCALE. The first set of experiments utilized the real hardware setup deployed in diverse settings in a real city - Dhaka, Bangladesh; air quality data was collected under different scenarios and conditions. The second set of experimental results are derived from a simulation-based study where we analyze our proposed adaptive sampling techniques under various parameters. The third set of results correspond to deployment of container-based analytics and an application usecase of on-demand activation of analytics.

5.1. Data collection from EnviroSCALE deployment

We deployed EnviroSCALE at different places of Dhaka and collected air quality data. We tried to validate our data collected from different contexts. For instance, we compared two datasets of methane concentration readings, one collected in indoor setup in a regular day and the other one was collected from a roadside with considerable amount of cow excretion, a large source of methane. Fig. 5a shows the histograms of these two, and it shows that in the later one, methane concentration shows a higher value, which should actually be the case. Fig. 5b and 5c show comparisons between \( CO_2 \) and dust sensor readings in different scenarios.

Fig. 5. Different sensor readings from the EnviroSCALE setup.

5.2. Analysis of different adaptation techniques

Now we present the comparison of the three adaptive sampling approaches. We wrote a custom trace-driven and message-level simulator to model the scenario we worked in, namely generating samples from sensors (actually replay of earlier recorded data), enforcing a certain data plan.

The simulator mimics EnviroSCALE by taking the data plan \((D, M)\) as its configuration. It can be configured to imitate variable number of periodic sensors (both physical and virtual), and aperiodic event-generators. In the experiments, both physical and virtual sensors use data traces from previous deployments for generating sensor readings. Aperiodic events happen as a Poison process with a certain rate where each event has a certain size. Table 2 shows a set of important simulation settings. Each simulation runs for 500 s with an upload interval of 50 s. The detailed simulation scenario along with the simulator code and data trace is publicly available here [63].

Due to the adjustment of sampling frequencies, the sensor data streams that are eventually uploaded differ from the original trace. In fact, the uploaded data stream may contain less number of data points from the original data stream. We are interested to see to what extent these two streams vary. Fig. 6 shows how the two streams are constructed and compared. When a given sensor reading is not uploaded—which we referred to as being missed in the reconstructed stream—the missing value is estimated by linear interpolation from the two nearby uploaded readings as shown in Fig. 6. The difference between these two values is an error. In particular, we compute the relative errors across all missing values and take its average. We refer to this quantity as Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), which is defined as:

\[
MAPE = \frac{100}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left| \frac{T_{ri} - R_{ci}}{T_{ri}} \right|
\]  

Fig. 6. Errors are measured from the trace and the reconstructed data points.
Table 1
List of sensors tested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensors</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MQ-4</td>
<td>Combustible gases and high sensitivity for natural gases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQ-6</td>
<td>Butane and LPG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQ-135</td>
<td>Air quality sensor (sensitive for Benzene, Alcohol, smoke, Ammonia, Sulfide etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHT11</td>
<td>Temperature and humidity of surrounding environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP2Y1010AU0F</td>
<td>Optical dust sensor to measure dust particles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlobalSat BU−353−S4</td>
<td>GPS co-ordinates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Simulation setting: some important parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Sensor Name</th>
<th>Desired Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Size of a Reading (bytes)</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Periodic Physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Methane</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Periodic Virtual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dust</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>VS1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>VS2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ET1</td>
<td>aperiodic</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>Aperiodic Event-Triggered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 7. Effect of D on MAPE calculated from Dust.](image)

![Fig. 8. Change of the sampling period over running time for the three approaches (D = 200 Kbytes).](image)

where $T_{f_1}$ and $R_{c_1}$ denote the true and interpolated value respectively and $N$ is the total number of missing points. Obviously, if all data points are uploaded, MAPE becomes zero, otherwise it takes a positive value: higher value indicating higher degree of error.

We compute and compare results for three frequency adaption techniques. One technique is the one that adjusts the specified (i.e., base) frequencies of periodic sensors using Eq. (11). The other two techniques are due to Eq. (12) with “equal” and “proportional” weights.

The results for comparing the trace of Dust with the collected samples are presented in Fig. 7. The reason for choosing Dust sensor is simply because data collected from this show the highest variation; and therefore this sensor is particularly more important than others. It is clear that “Specified frequency” method gives the least error. Among the other two, “Equal weights” is the better one, as we had already investigated in our earlier works.

The reason behind “Specified frequency” approach performing better than the other two is investigated in Fig. 8. This illustrates the frequencies that were employed to sample the Dust sensor over the runtime. The frequency chosen by “Specified frequency” approach is static, and does not change. This is because the base frequencies of the sensors given in the simulation setting do not overflow the data budget, and therefore the stable frequency of 5 Hz is used throughout the entire time. On the other hand, the other two approaches do not care for base frequency, rather try to maximize bytes used (of course, by keeping within the data plan). Therefore, the frequencies given by these are not so stable over time. Although the other two are often able to operate with higher frequencies (compared to “Specified frequency”), the moments when the frequency is lower contributes to the comparatively larger error.

It is important to note that these frequencies that were configured into the simulator were calculated by analyzing the data trace. We collected samples from trace using various sampling frequencies, and found that 5 Hz is convincingly fast enough for resulting in very low error. Thus, “Specified frequency” approach, with this little analysis, brings about a priori knowledge of the previously collected data into the whole adaptive environment, and performs better.

We also outlined similar plots for this approach, in this case, forcing it to adjust its frequencies by allowing it a lighter data plan. Due to the light data budget, the initial frequencies are lower, but quickly rises close to the base frequency. For the heavier data plan, on the other case, the base frequencies do not overflow the budget, and thus the base frequencies are used through and through. Of course, this means sampling at a speed slower than we are capable of, thus resulting in lower utilization (Fig. 10). Then again, operating in base frequencies is exactly the goal of this adaptive sampling scheme after all.

Finally, we present Utilization, defined as ratio of bytes actually used, to bytes installed in the data plan ($D$), in Fig. 10. The purpose of this study is to assess if our methods are in fact capable of operating within the data plan, or they exceed it. Utilization for “Equal weights” and “Proportional weights” both exhibit an utilization close to 100, whereas “Specified frequency” shows a lower value for two cases. For the lower utilizations, the frequencies are not challenged by the data plan, and
therefore the base frequencies are maintained altogether, resulting in lower utilization.

We conclude this section by pointing out that for some cases, the utilization is more than 100%, thus exceeds the data plan. However, the extra usage is at most 5% and therefore, considered tolerable.

5.3. Optimal information-level adaptation

We optimally solve our information-level adaptation problem in Eq. (14) using CPLEX, which is referred to OPT. Moreover, we implement two baseline algorithms, called ALL and NONE for comparisons. The ALL algorithm launches all the on-board analytics, which minimizes the network consumption without considering the RAM budget. The NONE algorithm analyzes everything in the cloud, which consumes the network data plan budget the most. In our experiments, we vary the number of analytics $|J|=(5, 10, 15, 20, 25)$, where 20 is the default setting. In each run, the analytics are randomly selected from two sample analytic applications implemented by us: sound recognizer and object detector. The sound recognizer is a periodic analytics application and the object detector is an aperiodic analytics application. We set the 3G bandwidth to 2Mbps and $T$ to 10 min, so that the network resource budget is $rate \times T = 2$ Mbps $\times 10$ Min. The frequency of periodic analytic (sound recognizer) is $F_s = 2/T$, while the event generation frequency of the aperiodic analytic (object detection) is randomly generated with a mean of $1/T$. We conduct a measurement study to measure the required network resources of the analytics for every analyzing task with/without launching the containers on the Raspberry Pi. The measurement results are reported in Table 3. We use the system model derived by Hong et al. [23] to model the RAM resource consumptions of our analytics. The RAM budget $S = \{1, 2, 4, 8\}$ GB, where 8 is the default setting. We vary the values of $D$ and $S$ and conduct our experiments 5 times. We report the average results with 95% confidence intervals whenever applicable.

Fig. 11 shows that compared to the NONE algorithm, our OPT algorithm saves significant amount of network resources. Moreover, when the number of analytics is smaller than 15, our OPT algorithm achieves the same performance as the ALL algorithm. This however does not mean that the ALL algorithm outperforms our OPT algorithm, as explained by Fig. 12. This figure shows that the ALL algorithm does not carefully consider the RAM budget. When the number of analytic is greater than 15, the ALL algorithm overloads the Raspberry Pi, rendering the solution impractical. Fig. 13 reports the network resource consumptions under different RAM budgets. It shows that while the RAM budget is increased, we can save more and more network resources. We note that we do not include the ALL algorithm in Fig. 13 because it does not comply with the RAM budgets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The network resource requirements of the analytics with/without launching the analytics on Raspberry Pi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound Recognizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Detector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. Change of the sampling period over running time for “Specified frequency” approach.

Fig. 10. Utilization from various runs.

Fig. 11. Network traffic consumption of the three algorithms.

Fig. 12. RAM resource consumption of the three algorithms.

Fig. 13. Network traffic consumption under different RAM budgets.
5.4. Case study: on-demand person detection

As a proof of concept, we implement a person detector on our platform for real experiments, as illustrated in Fig. 14. We use an Intel i5 Ubuntu box installed with Kubernetes as our Central Server. The IoT end devices have Raspberry Pi 3 as the base hardware, installed with Kubernetes, Docker, and EnviroSCALE. EnviroSCALE monitors air for toxic or flammable gases and once detected, it notifies the Central Server to deploy an analytic Docker image that would activate a camera, capture photos and analyze the captured images to see if there is any human present in the scene (who may be exposed to the gas and should be warned right away). Fig. 14 shows a sample detected person. The person detector adopts OpenCV library for processing images, uses Tensor-Flow framework for detecting the person and is packaged into a layered Docker container image. The base-image layer includes system software and libraries; and the analytic layer includes the analytic application. Through this case study, we demonstrate the practicality of our multi-sensor IoT platform: instead of sending an H.264 video sequence to the cloud for analysis, our platform only sends the image with the detected person. Throughout our experiments, an average of \( \sim 150 \) times of data amount reduction is observed.

6. Conclusion

We study the problem of adaptive sensemaking with IoT devices over constrained data connections, especially under limited 3G data plans. We start with an adaptation approach where sensor readings are downsampled based on the data budget. We further consider a more general container based rich sensing analytic platform, in which contains with specific sensing analytics are automatically activated once being triggered by some sensor readings. We demonstrate the feasibility of the usage scenarios on a platform built upon Docker and Kubernetes. We show that our approaches reduce data volumes befitting to limited data plans over 3G and are applicable, in general, to IoT platforms with constrained data connections.
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